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Specification of

Air Conditioner Package

Model No：KVB096-48
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1. Major Specification

Application DC 48V Air Conditioner Unit

Compressor Type Hermetic Rotary Motor Compressor

Model Number KVB096-48

Refrigerant R134A

Weight 12Kg

External Dimension(LxWxH) 400 x 270 x 285mm

Compressor

Power DC 48V

Cylinder volume 9.6cm3

Cooling Capacity 1200W/4080Btu

Input Power 400W

Current 8.3A

COP 3.33W/W

Motor Type Brushless DC Motor

Speed Range 2500rpm~4500rpm

Rated Speed 3300rpm

Voltage Range DC38V~58V

Air Flow 450L/H

Test Condition:

--Condensation Temperature 54.4℃
--Evaporating Temperature 7.2℃
--Suction Temperature 35℃
--Subcooling Temperature 46.1℃
--Ambient temperature 35.0℃
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Note: In actual operation process, the cooling capacity and input power will change with the
evaporation temperature (Te) and condensation temperature (Tc). The lower the evaporation
temperature and the higher the condensation temperature, the cooling capacity will decrease
and the compressor power will increase.

2. External Drawing

400x270x285mm

3. INSTALLATION AND INSPECTION:

 This air conditioner unit should be placed in easy-to-operate, inspection area.
 The unit should keep horizontal when installed in the equipment.
 The operating environment of the unit should be well ventilated.
 Daily maintenance checks each component for obvious external damage.
 Pay attention to prevent abnormal vibration of compressor and fan of refrigeration

unit.
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4. MAINTENANCE:

Maintenance standards and recommendations: The maintenance and inspection cycle
cannot be generalized due to environmental factors and operating conditions, etc. It is
recommended that 3 months for inspection and 6 months for maintenance.

Maintenance Items Maintenance Content And Inspection
Compressor Any abnormal noise and vibration?

Condenser/Evaporator
Fan Is it rotating normally?
Fin Clean up accumulated dust regularly.

Other Components

1. Whether the drying filter is clogged (the
temperature difference between the front and back
is abnormally large).
2. Whether the system pipelines are deformed,
leaked or vibrated abnormally.
3. Whether the capillary is blocked (the compressor
discharge pressure is abnormally large).

System Temperature And Pressure
1. Is the pressure state normal?
2. Is the temperature condition normal?

Electrical control
components

Protection
and control
device

Replace in time when the control is not good.

Wiring
Whether the insulation and heat shrinkable tubes

are aging.
Switch Replace if worn or deformed.

Fan Motor Abnormal noise and inflexible rotation

5. COMMON TROUBLESHOOTING:

Malfunction Reason Maintenance Methods

Compressor cannot start
Failure of power supply or

electrical switch
Check wire connection

High pressure is too high

The condenser fan stops or
the speed is very small

Replace the fan

The condenser is clogged
with accumulated dust

Dusting

Poor ventilation Improve ventilation
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environment

Low pressure is too low

The capillary or dry filter is
blocked

Stop and replacement

Refrigerant leakage
Stop, leak detection and

refilling

Compressor anomaly
Mechanical breakdown Replace the compressor

Oil shortage Refuel according to standard
The compressor starts and

stops frequently
Improper setting of pressure

controller
Reset

No cooling
System congestion

Comprehensive screening
system

Other fault

6. ATTENTION:

 The cause of the failure needs to be identified before repair to avoid the same failure.
 When repairing the tube, refrigerant must be released first, nitrogen protection is

required for welding, and the refrigerant must be recharged after vacuuming.
 The release of refrigerant requires recovery and cannot be released directly into the

atmosphere.
 Parts and capillaries should be replaced with parts of the same brand and size, do not

replace with other types of parts.


